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Letter from Kathie
Dear Friends,
Happy New Year!! It’s hard to believe
that we are still dealing with a pandemic
two years into this, with no end in sight
as of yet. Who would have predicted
all this? Unfortunately, the pandemic
has definitely had a negative effect
on adoption. While agencies are still
placing babies, things are happening at
a much slower rate, and many agencies
are either putting families on a waiting
list, or telling them to call back in 4-6
months.
For Thomas and Faunda Armstrong,
however, they hardly knew there was a
slowdown. They were accepted into an
agency immediately, and placed with
a baby in record time. In their case,
because they were African American,
the process went at lightning speed.
Although many families are willing
to take an African American child,
most African American birth mothers
prefer that their child be placed with an
African American family so the child can
learn firsthand about their culture and
heritage. Unfortunately, most agencies
do not have a lot of applicants who are
African American, and when they do,
they are matched and placed quickly, as
in the case of the Armstrongs. I hope you
enjoy reading their story.
Best wishes,
Kathie

The Road to Our Miracle
by Faunda Armstrong

I met my future husband Thomas in the parking lot at our local church in Houston,
Texas. We had both been members of the church for years but had never met each
other. We dated for about 2 years before we got married. Everything seemed to be
falling into place, I thought. I had my career, my love, and now I just needed to get
started on my family.

Faunda Armstrong, with her husband Thomas, baby Michael, and stepson TJ
We got married in my late thirties and with my career as an OB-GYN doctor in full
swing, I was ready to start a family. I’ve been pretty successful at every other major
thing in my life so I had no reason to think that this would be any different. We were
married for almost a year trying to get pregnant and every month that I got my period,
it was a little more devastating. I would pray to God for a child and every month that
I wasn’t pregnant I would wonder “Why wouldn’t God let this happen?” We decided
to seek professional help at that time and I made an appointment with a colleague
of mine, a reproductive endocrinologist. We had preliminary testing and everything
looked great. Our doctor recommended that because of our ages (40 and 41), that
we proceed with IVF and pre-implantation genetic testing. I started the meds in
late 2019, for our first retrieval and I was so motivated, I would bend my schedules
to accommodate all of my appointments. We had twelve eggs retrieved, 6 embryos
Continued on page 3
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On the International Front
The number of children adopted internationally by Americans continued its downward
spiral in 2020, according to the U.S. State Department. Americans adopted 1,622 children
during the fiscal year 2020, down from 2,971 in 2019. This is the lowest number of
intercountry adoptions in the United States in decades.
The top five countries Americans adopted from in 2020 were Ukraine with 211, China
with 202 adoptions, Colombia with 137 adoptions, India with 103 adoptions, and Bulgaria
with 99 adoptions. It is interesting to note that more Americans adopted from Ukraine in 2020 than China, which has
usually accounted for the most children adopted by Americans.
There are countless factors involved as to why there are fewer international adoptions but the main reason in the last
two years has been the pandemic and restrictions on travel. Even though there are plenty of families in the U.S. who
are willing to open their hearts to potential international adoptees, the opportunity to adopt internationally has steadily
fallen. We will see if the numbers pick up once the pandemic is over.

Film Review: Found
The documentary Found, which is now streaming on
Netflix, is definitely worth a look. It centers on three
teenage girls, all of whom were adopted from China by
three different white American families. Sadie, Lily, and
Chloe were all interested in their roots and submitted DNA
to 23andMe, who informed them they were all distant
cousins. Because they live in different states, (Arizona,
Tennessee and Oklahoma) they quickly got on social
media to get to know each other through texts, emails,
FaceTime, and Zoom. They all had a curiosity about their
birth families and, with their parents’ help, soon planned
a trip together to China to discover their roots.
All three of the girls represent the consequences of
China’s one-child policy which began in 1970 and
lasted 35 years. China was trying to control the size of
its growing population and mandated that families could
only have one child or be heavily taxed. Most Chinese
preferred male children due to inheritance purposes, so
they abandoned their baby girls. Consequently, babies
like Sadie, Lily, and Chloe were left as infants in public
places in China, to be found by strangers and taken to
orphanages, and eventually adopted by Americans.
While we get to know the girls and their personalities
in the first part of the film, the second part covers their
trip to China, where they meet each other for the first
time, and embark on a journey to learn the facts of their

origins, and maybe, find
their birth parents along
the way. They enlist the
help of a geneticist in
China named Liu who sets
out to try to find out what
she can about their birth
parents. Liu takes the girls
to the orphanages where
they lived as infants, and
they learn of the precise
places where their parents
abandoned them. They
also get to meet the nannies
that fed and rocked them when they were living in the
orphanages.
What struck me most about this film were the heartfelt
interviews with the adoptees, their adoptive parents, their
nannies in China, and the birth mothers and birth families
that Liu found in China, people who had very rarely
talked about these issues before. Everyone spoke from
the heart and with real emotion. And even though this
story involves Chinese adoptions, what you learn is that
the feelings from birth parents, adoptees, and adoptive
parents are the same the world over. It is definitely worth
watching.
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made it to freeze, and 3 of them were genetically normal. We
realistically were only going to have 1-2 children so this was
great news for us.
In my mind, this was a slam dunk. Everything thus far was easy
and relatively painless. It was now transfer day #1, we were in
high spirits and everything went as planned. I was discharged
home for bedrest. I laid in bed for three days and followed
every instruction I was given. Two weeks later it was time for
my pregnancy test. I remember being in clinic and treating a
pregnant patient who engaged in substance abuse, the day the
phone call came in. “Your pregnancy test is negative” the voice
on the other end said. My first thought was “God, how does she
get to be pregnant and not me?” I knew I wasn’t a quitter so I
put this cycle behind me and made the
choice to try again.
During our follow-up, my doctor
gave me renewed hope that this was
just the first time and we can just try
again. Transfer #2 was just as smooth,
unfortunately I developed a terrible
kidney infection about a week after
that retrieval. Pregnancy test was again
negative and I was losing hope. This
was around the holidays 2019 and I
decided to take a break. I kept telling
myself that maybe I wasn’t meant to be
a mom but that longing would not go
away, so early that next year we decided
to proceed with another egg retrieval
to get more embryos. This time I
went all out and added acupuncture and
supplements to my routine.

idea and to my surprise he wasn’t. I had my own concerns about
the adoption process. “What if we never got picked”? We prayed
about it and decided to proceed.
We met with Kathie in December 2020 and started the process.
She was thrilled to assist us. It became clear during our conversation
that there were few African American couples looking to adopt.
Our application was completed soon afterwards and our home
study was done in April 2021. We were told that it would be
about a year or less before we would be matched with a baby.
With that in mind, we just went about our daily lives. I was sitting
in my office on a sunny afternoon April 19, 2021 and received a
text from our adoption agency to call them. During that phone
call we learned that a young woman had seen our book and was
interested in meeting. A week later, on April 26, we met her
for lunch. I was nervous, hopeful, anxious,
and I had no idea what to expect. She chose
us, I couldn’t believe it. That day was so
emotional for me. I was ecstatic but then the
worry set in. She had not had any prenatal
care and so many things could be wrong with
this baby but I prayed about it and had the
greatest sense of calm. God’s message was
very clear “Be still and know that I am God”.

The next best phone call of my life came on
Monday, May 17th, our birth mother was
in labor and we needed to make it to Dallas
ASAP. I hurriedly called Thomas and we
decided that I would drive and he would
fly to Dallas later that evening to join me. I
made it with just enough time to get settled
and have some bonding time with the birth
Michael
mom. Two hours later, Michael James (MJ)
entered the world, healthy and perfect. He was mine as soon as
he grabbed my fingers and I laid eyes on him. The birth mom
Cycle number three again ended in a negative pregnancy test. I
was so selfless, she let me have first contact with him. As I pressed
was despondent at this time. I kept asking God why he would
him against my skin, I thanked God for this perfect gift. And we
fail me in this way. I, myself, felt like a failure. I would say
feel so blessed that we were able to become parents in only one
to my husband “Why can’t I do the one thing that a woman
month!
is supposed to do?” I knew at that point my IVF journey had
come to an end. I did not have the emotional bandwidth to
Michael James Armstrong is an amazing little human being. He
continue down this road.
has a smile that lights up a room and I could not be more in love.
Loving this child who is not biologically mine is effortless; it’s love
During my IVF process, a colleague of mine had mentioned
that developed that first time I held him in my arms. I will admit
adoption to me. This was never an option on my radar. I was so
this has been a huge change to our lives. The last time I was this
afraid of how my family would react to adoption. He had only
sleep-deprived was during my OBGYN residency but the reward
great things to say about the process, he adopted two beautiful
has been so much greater. My evenings and days off belong to
children using an adoption consultant. I asked him to send me
him, because I don’t want to miss any moment that I get to spend
her information and I just tucked it away in my phone. Fast
with him. We are beyond grateful to his birth mother for giving
forward 6 months and I brought the idea up to my husband
us this precious gift.
Thomas. I was deathly afraid that he would be opposed to the
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Adoptees in the Olympics

by Christi Megow

100-meter hurdles in 2016 and won the silver medal
in this event at the 2020 Olympic Games.

The 2020 Summer Olympic Games in Tokyo (played
in 2021 thanks to covid-19) were extra special for
those of us with adoption in our families because there
were so many adopted athletes representing the U.S.!
The most famous, of course, was two-time Olympic
gymnast, Simone Biles. Biles was adopted out of
foster care at the age of five by her grandparents
and, with their support and encouragement, rose to
the highest ranks in her sport as the most decorated
American gymnast.
Three time Olympian and medalist in taekwondo,
Paige McPherson, was domestically adopted at 4
days old along with her four older siblings. According
to Paige, “Adoption is a gift because it has allowed
me to chase my dreams. My parents have supported
me emotionally and financially all the way through
my life and career. They are amazing parents and
human beings. My siblings and I have had so much
opportunity.”

Jessica Long’s story came to light in a Toyota
commercial during the 2021 Super Bowl. Jessica
was born to a young teen mom in Russia with a
rare condition which required amputation of both
Jessica’s lower legs. She was adopted at 13 months
old along with her brother and began a new life in the
U.S. She has gone on to achieve the unimaginable
by becoming a 12 time gold medalist and second
most decorated U.S. Paralypian in history!
Looking forward to the Winter Olympics in Beijing,
keep an eye out for Kai Owens, an Olympic
contender for the freestyle ski team. She was
adopted at 16 months old from China and was raised
in Vail, Colorado by avid skiiers. She was named the
Women’s 2020-21 moguls Rookie of the Year at the
Freestyle & Freeski World Cup awards.
All of these amazing stories just go to prove that you
don’t need to share the same DNA to be an incredibly
strong, supportive and encouraging family. I’ve
always thought one of the benefits of adopting a child
is not having preconceived notions of what your child
could or should achieve. Instead, we nurture them to
be the best version of themselves which is what we
should expect of all children!

Diver, Jordan Windle, was adopted from Cambodia
by a single gay man. At the time Jordan was adopted
at the age of 2, he weighed only 16 pounds and was
very ill. Together, Jordan and his dad, Jerry, beat the
odds stacked against them. Jerry was able to become
a single gay parent and Jordan grew to be not only a
healthy boy, but an Olympic diver competing on the 3
meter and 10 meter platform boards!
Runner, Kendra (Keni) Harrison is one of 11
children (9 of whom were adopted) by Karon and
Gary Harrison. She credits her work ethic to her
parents modeling hard work to achieve your goals.
She became the world record holder in the women’s

Shae, daughter of Greg and Katie Palmer
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An Important Announcement. . . . .
I am delighted to
announce that, due to
my desire to expand
my business, Christi
Megow
has
joined
me as an Adoption
Consultant.
Christi
received her B.S. in
Business Administration
at Washington and Lee
University and her Master’s in Business Administration
from Rice University. After marriage and several years
of infertility treatments, Christi and her husband pursued
adoption with the help of Kathie, which resulted in the
joyful placement of their daughter in their home. Since
then, Christi has been an avid supporter of adoption
and post-placement support as exemplified by being
a founding member of Adoptive Families of Houston
and serving on the board since its inception in 2011.
She has served as technology chair, secretary, programs
chair and is now the President of Adoptive Families of
Houston for 2021-22.

Christi worked in the energy industry in Houston for
ten years, primarily at Dynegy and Reliant Energy. She
also served in non-profit roles as National Director and
of National Association of Women MBAs, President of
Houston Women of Vision (an affiliate of World Vision)
and others. She stepped back from corporate life and
focused on being a mom when her daughter joined the
family. Later she began serving non-profits again, this
time as PTO President at her children’s elementary
school and on the board of Adoptive Families of
Houston, as noted above.
Additionally, Christi has a photography and album
making business focused on families called www.
ChristisCreations.com. She is excited to partner with
Kathie and bring her business skills, creativity, passion
and enthusiasm to other people seeking to grow their
families by adoption.

Welcome, Christi!!

Quote of the Day
There are no perfect parents and there are
no perfect children, but there are plenty of
perfect moments along the way.
--- Dave Willis, Author

Kari and Matt Bird with son Jackson
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Little Miracles
Congratulations to the following
people who became a forever family
since the last newsletter:

Tyler and Courtney Ray
A girl: Hannah Ruth
May 3, 2021

Mark Janda and Brent Grelle
A boy: Greyson Adam
December 9, 2021

Neil Fullarton and Bo Rose
A boy: Rory James
December 29, 2020

Thomas and Faunda Armstrong
A boy: Michael James
May 17, 2021

Adam and Jamie Faber
A girl: Frances Elizabeth
December 12, 2021

Richelle
A boy: Avery
January 29, 2021

Jared and Amy Ruday
A boy: Jacob Cooper
July 15, 2021

Jared and Shannyn Brinker
A girl: Evelyn Anne
December 12, 2021

Matthew and Kari Bird
A boy: Jackson Ryan
February 1, 2021

Chris and Gabby Bone
A girl: Felicity Weller
September 30, 2021

Jim and Missy Reed
A boy: Truman Maxwell
April 27, 2021

Ben and Rebecca Harris
A girl: Alyssa Quinn
November 23, 2021

Everest, son of David and Claire de Roode

Marvin
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Nifty Baby Products
Lovevery
If you are a parent in the know, then you have probably heard of the Lovevery play
kits for children. The Montessori-inspired subscription service includes a box sent
once every 2 to 3 months that is full of toys and books designed for your baby’s
particular developmental stage. The toys are high-quality, many are made of wood,
and very sturdy.
The kit also comes with lots of information about the stage your child is currently
in, as well as suggestions for how and when to play with each toy. There is also
research-based information on why it helps your baby’s development.
As of this year, Lovevery has extended the age range for its Play Kits, so you can
now get the brand’s thoughtfully designed products from birth until your child
turns four. The price of the Play Kits depends on your child’s age:
0-12 months: $80 per Play Kit, delivered every two months
12 months to 48 months: $120 per Play Kit, delivered every three months
All of the play kits are unique to Lovevery, meaning you can’t get them anywhere
else. However, Target now carries a new line of toys by Lovevery if you want to
buy individual toys. And the Play Gym by Lovevery at Target just recently won the
Parents Choice Award.
Yes, these Play Kits are expensive, but many parents say they are worth it because
the toys are very well made and will last for years to come. It’s also a great option
for grandparents to splurge on a very special gift for their grandchild. In my opinion,
the subscription is definitely worth it.

Bo Rose and Neil Fullarton with son Rory

Adoption Connection
This newsletter is published with the purpose of providing
news and information regarding adoption to adoptive parents,
adoptive parents-in-waiting, and adoption professionals.

Your comments, suggestions and adoption related
stories are welcome. Please submit to

Jennifer Sembera with son Jack

Katherine Otte
Adoption Consultant
14934 Cindywood • Houston, Texas 77079
e-mail: msadopt@aol.com
Adoption services provided by Katherine Otte:
Consulting • Education • Strategy • Communications
For more information,
call 281-558-5515
or visit me at www.adoptionlady.com
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